
New TRX-4 2021 Ford Bronco and Pro Scale Accessories

An O�-Road Legend Returns

After 25 years, the Bronco returns as Ford’s top-performing 4X4 and America’s most sought-after SUV. Traxxas captures the
eagerly-anticipated Bronco in exacting detail with all the capability and versatility of the award-winning TRX-4. The Traxxas
Bronco combines Ford-approved realism and class-leading performance for exciting off-road adventure no matter where the
trail takes you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u38K3e_yWs4


A Traxxas TRX-4 or TRX-6 with genuine Traxxas LED lighting is always the most realistic rig on the trail, and there’s no better,
brighter way to go off-road after dark. The new Pro Scale Advanced Lighting Control System adds exciting new capabilities to
your LED-equipped TRX-series truck, and puts you in control of the lighting setup with pushbutton ease. When you install the
Pro Scale system, your truck will look and operate more authentically than ever.

PRO SCALE LIGHTING FEATURES

Fully functional high/low headlights, turn signals, brake lights, reverse lights,
and hazard lights

Compatible with all TRX-4 and TRX-6 models

Brake lights and reverse lights activate automatically—no extra steps or
switches required

Intuitive turn signal operation with automatic signal canceling

Daytime, Low, and High modes lighting modes

Easy to install with color-coded and labeled ports

New Pro Scale® Advanced Lighting Control System

https://traxxas.com/products/landing/2021-bronco/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwW3IWKVoEk


Regulated Power Module provides consistent and reliable power output with
batteries from NiMH to 3S LiPo

Sealed waterproof design

New Pro Scale® Winch

The new Pro Scale Winch puts the TRX-4 and TRX-6 even further over the top as the most full-featured and authentic trucks on
the trail. The new winch performs as realistically as it looks, and is a truly functional tool for off-road exploration and adventure.
The included fob-style remote allows you to extend and retract the high-strength winch line with the touch of a button. The
rugged, heavy-duty hook is made of metal for reliable performance and lasting durability, and the high-torque motor gives the
winch a 10-pound maximum capacity. That’s plenty of pull to get your machine out of trouble, conquer impossible terrain
challenges, and assist other trucks.

QUICK FEATURES ON PRO SCALE WINCH (#8855)

Full-function, remote-operated Line In and Line Out control

10-pound maximum weight capacity

Over four feet of high-strength reinforced line with rugged steel hook

Convenient fob-style remote with two user-selectable channels

Free spool feature allows fast line extraction manually

Overload protection prevents overheating

Compatible with all TRX-4 and TRX-6 models

Built-in electronics for easy installation

Single-wire hookup does not require receiver access

Additional mounting holes for flat-surface installation

Easy to adapt to custom builds and aftermarket bumpers

https://traxxas.com/products/landing/pro-scale-lighting-module/


https://traxxas.com/products/parts/8855

